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This document is not an APL manual, but is intended to serve 

as sufficient documentation to acquaint APL programmers with the 

APL processor currently available on the University's timesharing 

system, (MERITSS). In this regard the primary goal is to describe 

the APL available on the aforementioned system (from this point 

on we shall refer to it as APL/KRONOS) as regards: 

a) its KRONOS interface 

b) how it permanently differs from APL\360 

c) extensions beyond APL\360 

d) items omitted in APL/KRONOS but contained in APL\360 

e) transient differences from AJL\?.fO. 

Unless noted under one of the above headings in the text which 

follows, APL/KRONOS programmers may, hopefully, assume that the 

features described in APL\360 references apply to APL/KRONOS as 

well. In particular, [1] and [2] are good references for 

APL/KRONOS. Although less serviceable, [3] also applies. 

Although we shall not discuss matters relating to processor 

implementation in this document, we hasten to point out that it 

cannot be assumed that the APL/KRONOS implementation parallels 

that of APL\360. In particular the APL/KRONOS implementation is 

constrained by the structure of the KRONOS operating system as 

well as by the features of Control Data multiple~er and terminal 

equipments. As these do not match the constraints found on the 

360, the implementations do differ. Except as noted in the 

following sections, APL/KRONOS can be considered complete. 

He must further note that APL/RROUOS as available on the 



HERITSS system represents an experimental package although every 

effort is being made to eliminate all known deficiencies and/or 

errors. In due course, a completely supported version of this 

package will be produced and raeased for distribution by the 

Canadian Development Division (Toronto) of Control Data Corpora-

tion. 

Internal documentation of the existing package can be 

obtained from University Hicrofilms, if desired, by requesting 

[5]. 

APL/KRONOS interface 

The folloHing command defines the KRONOS(HERITSS) terminal 

system to be APL and initiates execution of the APL processor. 

APL,ter 

where ter defines the terminal type.* Although additional 

terminal types are scheduled for support the current legal values 

of ter include 

TTY 

ASC 

HEH 

713 

model 33 teletype 

94-character ASCII TTY 
compatible terminal 

l1EMOREX 1240 terminal 
Hith APL point train 

Control Data 713 CRT terninal 

The APL processor responds with the following header 

APL/KRONOS, Vl.XX T ter 

_______ (date and ~ime in ASCII format recorded on second line) 

* This command must, of course, follow the normal log-in 
procedure. 
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In the above header 1. YX reflects the verston number~ and the value 

of XX '"ill monotonically increase to reflect alterations to the APL 

processor. The current version number is 1.02. 

The above two lines are followed ':>y additional lines Hhich 

describe hmv help in initiatinR an .\PL session may be found. They 

read 

FOR IIELP, ENTER FOLLOPHJG C0;1.it.'\ltDS
)LOAD IIELP[APLLIBS] 
DESCRIBE 

At this point the processor (terminal) is ready to receive 

any legal A?L command and/or statement. ~n exception concerns the 

availability of a saved Hor!:space nm'led COIJTHJU. Should a vorl:.-

space uith this naMe be found, it is autonatically loaded and the 

follm,ring report displayed 

CONTIHU-SAVED- (date and tine uorkspace l·JaS saved is 
recorded here). 

If the programmer inadvertantly specifies a ter value in the 

APL initiation corn.nand u:1ich does not correspond to the terminal 

type being used, the APL processor activity must be ended and 

reinitiated. ~~* Termination can be effectecl by the n.eans described 

in the follol·Ting table. 

** This procedure is temporary only and will be revised. 
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and you are really using 

if you sign TTY ASC : IL:1 

on as 
type type 

1'1{1) )OFF )OFFuppercase VOFF 

CRT )OFF )OFF vo en 

MEM I hang-up *OFF )OFF 
(.__-- ___ I --- ' ___ L 

(1) if terminal type is not specified at initiation, ASC is 

assumed. 

(2) OR syobol, uppercase O, uppercase F, uppercase F 

For terminals, such as teletypes, not in possession of the APL 

character set, the transliteration scheme used is described by the 

following table. 
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Omissions 

1. The only real omission relates to the inversion operator 8 • 

The dyadic form is used to solve linear equations of the form 

Ax=b if A is a matrix, Hhile the monadic form is used to invert 

matrices. Therefore, the usage specifies that if A is a Matrix . 

and B a compatible vector then 

x:--BffiA 

solves the set of linear equations Ax=B uhile 

Y rEB A 

sets Y to the inverse of A such that YA=I. 

Until this deficiency is emended the following APL function 

can be used. Although not r~adily obvious the function uses t!'le 

Gauss-Jordan reduction scheme uithout pivoting. 

~n~ + n !HV rr 

[1] 11 +}Q(l O+pM)p(~H) ,BjJ + l<li+ltpM 

[2] M + J:P (J ,1}1> (l]M-(JJa-1[ ~lJ)o.xM[l;] + H[l; ]7M[l;l] 

[3) ~ 2xl~~I + I-1 

[4] X+ M[ll+pM:l] 

'iJ 

For an algorithm (APL function) uhich inverts matrices see 

page B.lJ of [3]. The referenced function uses Gauss-Jordan reduc-

tion ~'lith coiTJplete pivoting. 

Extensions 

1. The definition of the catenation O?erator has been extended to 

include any t~-10 variables of compatible shape. A complete des

cription of the extension can he found on pages 317-31? of [1]. 
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2. To aid in Honte Carlo experiments a provision has been added to 

provide for the generation of uniforn random nU!Ilbers in the open 

interval zero to one. The facility can be evoi:ed by using 

a zero argument in conjunction ~lith a monadic reference of the 

operator ? • The follot-1ing, for example, 

?0 

produces a random number in t~e range (0,1). The extension to the 

case of a vector right argument also applies. 

3. System connnands to adjust the constant associated '"ith t~e 

notion of FUZZ, as Hell as the ability to adjust the seed for the 

random number generator are included. So that all matters related 

to system commands are grouped together in this document, a descrip

tion of these conmands may be found in the section relating to 

differences. 

4. Certain system co::rrnand functions may be referenced '"ith the 

!-beam operator. As Hith {3) above a complete description of the 

options is to be found in the section labeled differences. 

5. A monadic use of the hase value or decode operator (~) has been 

added, so that uses of t~e for j_ R are permitted if R is a 

character vector. For this case, the character vector is evaluated 

as if R had been a function statement. For example, to the 

statement 

..L I 3+5 1 

the system Hould respond Hith t~e value eight. T~e function can 

be particularly useful for constructing .:;ample sessions Fhen used 



in a function as follm·lS 

V Z X 

[1] (6p' '),X 

[2] _LX 
'V 
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"lith references of the form 

z I A + 1+2 1 

Z' A' 

These references result in the follm1in~ outputs 

A+ 1+2 

A 

3 

6. A formatting operator formed by over striking the encode (T) 

and big circle (0) operators is included. The operator (ID) is 

dyadic and requires a left argument uhich is a 3-element vector. 

The form of the usage is, then, 

v m E 

tihere v is a 3-element vector (label the elet11en ts i, j and k; 

v = (i j k)) and E is the scalar, vector, or matrix to be for-

matted. The elements of v ~1ave the follm1inp, meanin~s. 

i - specifies the number of character positions to be 

allocated to the sign of t:1e number as Hell as digits 

appearin~ to the left of the base point. 

j - specifies the number of character positions to be 

allocated to the base point and dip,ital positions 

f o 11m-ling the base point. 

k - specifies the number of character positions to be 

allocated to the representation of the exponent 
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associated Hit11 the nunber. The exponent is deter-

minerl by the value of the data element as ~·1ell as 

the values of i and j. 

Examples: 
v~23.1543 -34.6~5 

v 
23.1543 -34.665 

2 4 31DV 
2.315El 

-3. 466El 

1 4 3!1JV 
2.315El 
3.466El 

• 3El 
.4El 

23 
34 

El 
El 

o 2 sev 

Formatted output can also be saved. Saving of formatted out-

put is effected by 

r.~vmE 

l-There R is any legal variable naMe. R then becoMes a character 

array t.rhose shape is determined by i,j,k as well as the s;ape of 

E. 

If E is a vector of m elements then pR is 

m i+j+k 

If E is m•n (i.e. a matrix) then pR is 

m n i+j+k 
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Furtl:ler extensions are obvious. The follo\-ling examples demonstrate 

the above observations. A monadic form producing output consistent 

'·lith unformatted output requests is also avaiJ.able (IDE). 

This basic formatting operation provides the necessary 

machinery to build tables, and produce multiple copies of collected 

outputs (in conjunction 'lith this operator, recall the inclusion 

of the extended catenation operator). 

It is also to be noted that the basic philosophy concerning 

the display of vectors and matrices differs someuhat from that of 

i\PL\ 360. Although an instance of a noted "difference", the matter 

is broached here as the difference is demonstrated by the request, 

in the follo\-ring example, for a display of the matrix M; obtained 

by typing M cariage return. ~:otice ti1at the base points are 

aligned for readability and that trailine zeros are inserted; a 

feature not found on APL\360. 

Examples: 

V+23.1543 34.665 
R+2 4 31DV 
pR 

2 9 
E 

2.315El 
3.466El 

~3 3pV 
v 

23.1543 
M 

23.1543 
34.665') 
23.1543 

R+3 
pR 

3 3 11 
R 

34.665 

34.6650 
23.1543 
34.6650 

5 3tDM 

23.151!3 
34.665') 
2'3.15lf3 



2.3154E1 
3.4665E1 
2.3154El 

3.4665El 
2.3154El 
3. 4665E1 

2.3154El 
3.4665El 
2.3154El 

,R 

[12] 

2.3154El 3.4665E1 2.3154Ll 

3 8 4'.DM 
2.3154300El 
3.4665000El 
2.315430()[:1 

3.4665000El 
2. 3154300El 
3.b.665000E1 

2.3154300El 
3.466500')E1 
2.3154300El 

3.4665El 2.3154L1 3.4~~5El 2.3154El 
-1 

plus 22 additional characters~ 
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Differences 

As stated in the introduction the differences alluded to repre-

sent differences bet\veen APL/l:RO!JOS and APL\ 360. For the most part, 

again as stated earlier, these differences result from existing 

hardlvare and/or soft~vare constraints associated ~-Jith CDC 601)() 

series computers and the ~mO:lOS timesharing system. For the fol-

lm-!ing items, it is a moot point in soT'l.e instances as to whether 

the point discussed represents an extension, deficiency or differ-

ence. The reader may mal~e his oHn assessment. 

l. The subject of !-beam functions Has mentioned earlier in this 

report. Since there are !llinor differences in the !-beam 

defir:itior..3 t-e::~.?ze·.1 c:::. com;: are.:! s-;.rstem.s, · a:·comp.i"';:c lL:;ting of 

.APL/KRONOS I-bea'TI functions is given below. 

r10nadic 

X definition of IX 

18 current workspace size (in words) 

19 keyboard l·!ait time (in T:~illiseconds) 

20 time of day (in milliseconds) 

21 elapsed processor time (in milliseconds) 

22 number of available Hords in ~-mr!cspace 

23 non-existant* 

24 time at beginnin~ of session (in milliseconds) 

25 date in format YY?ll-IDD (~ase 11) 

26 value of current line number 

27 the vector of line numbers in the state indicator 

* APL terminal users do not share the processor program in 
APL/KROUOS. 
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dyadic 

function domain action 
corresponding 
system command 

R+ lOIB 0 < B < 1* 

R+ lliB 30 < :s < 254 

~~ 12IB 1 < B < 15 

n. +- 13IB 0 < D < 47 

R+ 14IE 1 < B < 248-1 

set index origin 

set output line width 

set number of signifi
cant digits for number 
display 
set number of locator 
bits to ignore comparisons 

set seed for random 
number p;enerator 

)OP..IGIN B 

) TTinTH p. 

)DIGITS 13 

)FUZZ B,.'* 

)SEED B** 

2. Except as not"!d belm-1 all system commands available on APL\ 360 

are available on APL/JZP.O~JOS and function in a correspondinp, manner. 

not applicable 

)NIDIBER [key] 

)OFF HOLD 

)COIJTINUE HOLD 

)PORTS or )PO!lTS CODE 

)HSGN and port to 

)HSG 

f Port to Port 

operator communications no not 
\ 

APL/KP.DUOS )OPRN \ exist in 

l )OPR 

neH or altereo 

)SEED 
)FUZZ 

explained in (1) above 

)TRACE 
)STOP 

NM;:E 
NAHE 

) TP.ACE NAI !.E 
)STOP NAHE 

where 

NUJ'V.3E~S *"'* 
:;mmERS 

l'!N!E = function naJT!e 
and 

initiate tracing and/or 
line stopping 

termination or cancel
lation of tracing, etc. 

NUI'ffi:CPS = vector of line numbers selected for 
tracing, stopping. 

--·---- - ~--

* In all instances B must have a scalar integer value. ~ is given 
the previous value of the syster:1 variable being changed. If B is 
an enpty array the system vari::thle value is not altered. R is still 
set. 
*:'f not available in APL 36::>. 
*** These forms replace t!1e T6 and S6 forms of APL\ 360. 
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The intent of the li1,rary Manager.;ent commands coincides 

exactly t·lith their 360 counterparts. The format of certain com

mands in APL/KRONOS differs froi!1 the APL\ 360 format as a result of 

the structure of the ICRONOS operating system. Since saved uork

spaces are essentially permanent files, the APL/~RONOS commands 

must abide by (and use) the structure of the r~RONOS permanent file 

system. One ramification of this restriction dictates that library 

names must be 1-7 letters or digits, beginninr: ~lith a letter; 

tvhereas APL\360 library identification is by means of a 6 digit 

number. This forces a slip.!1t alteration in the syntax of the 

LOAD and COPY commands as pertains to public library references. 

Specifically it dictates that the library name be enclosed in 

brackets in APL/KRONOS. 

Suppose for example '!e Hish to load t·Iorkspace SAH from public 

library EXMP. The command fornat tvould be 

)LOAD SAti[EXt:P] 

The APL/I:RONOS system currently has a single public library. 

Its name is APLLII1S. Several sample t.;rorkspaces are contained in 

this library. A comnlete listing of the workspaces in the public 

library can be obtained tvith the corrmand 

) LIB APLLI3S 

The response is 

ADVEYilP CLASS EXA."WL FiJS GATffiS "HELP 

PLOT USF:JS 

The copy commands are also effected by the required syntax 

alteration. .Suppose, for example, that tvorkspace ADVEXJ:lP contains 
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a function PO uhich is to be copied to the active Horkspace. The 

required command •1ould be 

) COPY ADVE?J-P (APLLIBS ]PO 

uhich can be read copy from uorkspace A_l)VEXJ:IP of library i\PLLns 

the function PO. In general the command format to copy function 

FH, from H·orkspace TJKSP, on library APLLIBS is 

) COPY T:rKSP [APLLIBS] FtJ 

As Hith APL\360
1 

functions (or in general objects) can be 

copied or loaded from any workspace saved under any user number~ 

provided the Horkspace passuord and user number are knmm. The 

generic forms of the copy command are 

where 

)COPY HSID:key[USER] LIST 

) COPY T!SID[USER] LIST 

)COPY:key LIST 

key = workspace password 

USER = alternate user KRONOS system user number 

\·TSID = \·mrkspace name 

LIST = list of objects, items separated by a space 

Stated another way, for commands requiring the specification of 

a 'mrkspace name, that specification can tal~e any of four forms 

depending upon the \.rorkspace being referenced. The four forms are 

TJSID 

T.JSID:key 

FSID[USER] 

TJSID :key [USER] 

3. T~1o escape schemes, for exiting from input loops exist in 

APL\360. They are 

~ for o (numeric input) 
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ID (OUT overstruck) for\] (Character input) 

Only the numeric input escape is currently implemented in 

APL/KRONOS. Generally speaking the absence of the character 

input escape can be simulated by checking for a special character 

string follol-1ing each suc3 input. If this is not done, and an 

escape is necessary hanging up the telephone is the only recourse. 

4. !:iscellaneous differences are listed here. 

APL/KRONOS 

(a) numher of significant digits main
tained during calculation 

14+ 

(b) result of division by zero 

APL\ 360 

16 

domain error result is 1 

(c) limitation on variable rank 

127 9 

(d) limitation on workspace size 

determined by users KRONOS 
validation parameters 

(e) effect of multiple specification 

A+ 3 

5 

5 

(A+ 2)+A 

A + 3 

(A+ 2)++A 

(f) coordinate specification 
If the coordinate specified does 
not exist for the argument, a 
rank error results. 

usually 32K bytes. 

A+ 3 

(A + 2)H. 

4 

A+ 3 

(A+ 2)++A 

5 

If the coordinate specified 
does not exist for the 
areument the argument is 
returned as a result. 

5. Hethods of addin~, replacing, insertinr and deleting entire 

lines in defined functions remain as described for APL\360. 

Detailed line editing procedures (for both definition and execution 
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~odes) differ considerably from those of P~L\360 and are, therefore, 

described belou. 

~~o methods exist for correcting errors in lines. The first 

method is applicable to lines uhich have been typed but not yet 

sent, ~·rhile the second is applicable to lines previously received 

by the APL processor. The cases are summarized as follmvs. 

Detailed editine may be performed on a line w·hich has ~~en 

prepared by APL for editinp,. This preparation occurs in response 

to one of the follm·ling three conditions: 

1. The keys EOT and ".ETURN are depressed at the end 

of an input line. (Actually, if the terminal is 

equipped uith a backspace key, any part of the 

right hand end of the line may be deleted by per-

forming the appropriate number of backspaces prior 

to depressing the EOT-llliTURl~ keys.) 

2. An error is detected during execution of a line. 

3. A single line is displayed from a defined function. 

After any one of the above three events, the follouing edit 

commands may be used. The ~eneric form of the edit commands is 

c-stringl-strin?2. 

\ \rd~ite~_, 
control character 

The control c!laracter nay l)e \ I or ] and specifies uh~ther 

the edit operation is one of insertion, replacement or deletion. 

The delimiter may be any APL c!laracter. The strings may contain 

any character except the delimiter (the dollar sign character, 
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$, is usually a convenient deliMiter). 

Editing is performed by locating the first character string 

(string!) in the line and perforoing the action indicated by the 

control character using the second string (string2) as data. This 

action is performed on that part of the line following the first 

string (string!). Note that overstruck and transliterated charac-

ters count as a single APL character in editing operations. 

1. replacement /.stringl.string2. 

The characters of string2 replace corresponding 

characters of the line follm11ing string!. 

2. insertion \.strinel.string2 

The characters of strinR2 are inserted after those 

strings in the line being edited. 

3. deletion ].stringl.string2. 

A character in the line follouing string! is deleted 

for each character in string2. 

Example 

28 

1+2+3+4+A+6+7 

VALUE-VARIABLE ~JOT DEFINED 

v 
1+2+3+4+A+6+7 

/.4+.5. 

1+2+3+4+5+6+7 

1+2+!3+4+5+A+7 

'-VALUE-VARIABLE NOT .DEFINED 

v 
1+2+B+4+5+A+ 7 

] .+5.+A+7 

1+2+B+4+5 

(replace A by 5) 

(edited line repeated by system
keying RETUPJ'l causes execution) 

(delete +A+7) 

edited line repeated by system, 
EOF RETURN keyed 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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l. 2+. 3. 

1+2+3+4+5 

[20] 

rep lace B l.ri tl:l 3 

(edited line repeated by system, 
P.ETURN lceyed) 

6. The diagnostic messages produced by the processor are more 

lengthy than those of APL\ 360, but, hopefully, they are corres

pondingly more informative and self explanatory • 



• 

' 

• 

' 

• 

I 

[21] 
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